MEMBER OF THE YEAR AWARD
For the first year, FTA will hold ‘The
Members’ Award’. This award aims
to showcase member companies’
work and efforts in the field of
international trade and sustainable
supply chains. Through sharing their
inspiring stories and best practices
we believe we can leverage on
the power of our network and
demonstrate how opportunities
can be unleashed for businesses and
people globally.

Following an application process,
three members will be invited to
make their presentations at the FTA
Conference on 14 June. Following a
vote among members, the winner
will be announced at the gala during
the evening of 14 June. The winner
will be declared as ‘Member of the
Year’ and your company will be
featured on FTA’s communication
channels showcasing your good
work and inspire practices.

WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?
We’re looking for entries which embrace FTA’s value of international trade
and sustainable supply chains. Three categories are proposed are:
1. Inspire: How have you contributed to sustainable trade among
key stakeholders?
2. Support: How have you fostered and cascaded sustainability 		
practices across your companies’ supply chains?
3. Grow: How have your increased the competences of people in your
company and in your supply chain to promote a sustainable future for all.
Read more about the above categories in the application form.

ENTERING THE AWARDS

HOW IS THE WINNER CHOSEN?

It’s easy and free to enter the Members’ Awards. We can accept one entry
per member company. All you need to do is complete the entry form and
email it back to the address specified. And of course, any representative
entering the Members’ Awards must also be able to attend the conference
and evening gala.

The submissions will be collected by the FTA secretariat and put forward to
the jury.The jury will select three nominees to make a 6-minute presentation
during the FTA Conference on 14 June.
All present members will have the opportunity to cast their vote for the
FTA member of the year.The announcement of the winner will be made on
14 June during the evening gala.

Application Deadline: 19 May 2017
The three finalists will be announced on 29 May 2017.
We invite you to submit your application to FTA Member and Business Development Manager,
Sarah Dekkiche – Sarah.Dekkiche@fta-intl.org
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GENERAL INFORMATION
1. Company Name:
2. Company Type:
(please indicate whether you are a brand, a retailer, an importer or an association)

APPLICATION FORM

1. Inspire:
How have you contributed to sustainable trade among key stakeholders?
Does your company actively promote international trade and sustainable
global supply chains as part of the organisation’s core values and strategies?
And how is your organisation engaging with stakeholders, internally and
externally, to promote international trade and sustainable global supply chains?
Please provide examples/evidence [max 200 words].

3. Industry:
4. Country:
5. Full Name:
6. Position:
7. Email Address:
8. Which FTA services do you use?
� ITP only
� BEPI only
� Full FTA members (ITP, BSCI and/or BEPI)
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APPLICATION FORM

2. Support:

3. Grow:

How have you fostered and cascaded sustainability practices across your
companies’ supply chains?
Describe how your company has fostered and promoted sustainable across
the supply chain. For example you could description how you cascade the
BSCI Code of Conduct and/or BEPI Principles across your business partners.
Or maybe you are ready to go beyond tier 1, and if so, how do you do that?

How have your increased the competences of people in your company and in
your supply chain to promote a sustainable future for all
What training do you provide for colleagues and producers in your supply
chain and how does this aim to contribute to a sustainable future?
We would also be interested to hear if you make use of the FTA Academy,
and if you encourage your colleagues and producers in your supply chain to
join in training sessions.

Please provide examples/evidence [max 200 words].

Please provide examples/evidence [max 200 words].

